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Abstract

For mobile users who move frequently but receive rela-
tively rare calls, a forwarding scheme has been shown to
outperform the normal IS-41 location management scheme.
But the forwarding scheme is more vulnerable to failure of
intermediate Visitor Location Registers (VLRs) than the IS-
41 scheme. We propose two simple variations to the for-
warding scheme to address the fault tolerance weakness.
One is based on the idea of maintaining two paths from the
home location server to the last VLR. The second scheme is
based on the knowledge of the neighbors of the faulty VLR.
We evaluate and compare the performance of these location
management schemes.

1. Introduction

In Personal Communications Services (PCS), a user is
able to receive calls at any location in the PCS coverage
area. To provide this “anytime anywhere” service, provi-
sions must be made to be able tolocate a mobile user (or
mobile terminal) whenever a call is to be delivered. This is
achieved using an appropriatelocation managementstrat-
egy.

A simple location management strategy would use a
fixed database to store the current location of a mobile ter-
minal (MT). This approach is used in the North American
standard IS-41 [1]. As elaborated later in the paper, the IS-
41 location management strategy is based on a two-tier sys-
tem consisting of a Home Location Register (HLR) and Vis-
itor Location Registers (VLR). Each mobile terminal (MT)
is associated with a unique HLR – identity of the appropri-
ate HLR is determined based on the identifier of the MT.
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Mobile Terminal (MT) enters a new area served by a differ-
ent VLR, the HLR is updated with the new VLR address,
so that future calls to the mobile terminal can be correctly
delivered. In this scheme, a considerable signaling traffic
must be sustained to keep the HLR database updated with
the current mobile terminal location. The rapid growth in
personal communications services incurs increasing loads
on the databases and the network signaling resources. Sim-
ple data management strategies, such as IS-41, would not
handle these loads efficiently [13, 12]. Therefore, several
approaches have been investigated to try to reduce network
loads by exploiting specific patterns of mobility and call ar-
rival [11, 9, 1, 6, 2].

This paper considers a “forwarding” strategy proposed
by Jain and Lin [11]. This strategy is used for users who
move frequently, but receive calls relatively infrequently.
As elaborated later, for such users, theforwarding scheme
avoids the update of the Home Location Register (HLR) by
setting a pointer from the previous VLR to the new VLR.
This strategy reduces the load on the signaling network be-
tween the VLR and the HLR, and avoids HLR database up-
date. However, this scheme is more vulnerable to failures,
in comparison to IS-41. In IS-41, success of call delivery
requires the HLR and the callee’s current VLR to be failure-
free. In the forwarding scheme, success of call delivery also
requires intermediate VLRs (maintaining forwarding point-
ers) to be failure-free. In this paper, we present two schemes
to tolerate the failure of the VLRs, when using forwarding
pointers, and compare their performance. We assume that
the callee’s HLR is failure-free. Our schemes are designed
to tolerate only VLR failures. Schemes for recovery from
HLR failure could be used in conjunction with the proposed
schemes (e.g., [5]).

This paper is organized as follows: Related work is sum-
marized in Section 2. Section 3 presents an architecture of
the Personal Communications Services. Section 4 describes
IS-41 location management, the simple forwarding scheme,
and then the proposed fault tolerance schemes. Section 5
presents performance analysis. Section 6 presents some nu-
merical results, and conclusions are presented in Section 7.



2. Related Work

There is limited work on the issue of fault tolerance in
mobile systems. The most relevant work to this paper is by
Lin [8] in which he studies HLR database restoration after
a database crash. His approach is based on periodic check-
pointing of location databases. Lin derives the optimal in-
terval for checkpointing. A recent paper by Chang et al.[5]
presents the standard GSM database failure recovery and
proposes aVLR identification algorithmwhich identifies a
superset of VLRs to be contacted by an HLR after a failure.
The fault tolerance schemes presented in our paper are re-
lated to the work on fault tolerant linked lists (for instance,
[7]). However, we investigate this problem in the context
of location management of mobile hosts. In [15], Rangara-
jan and Dahbura consider an architecture where each base
station maintains the location directory of all mobiles in the
network. They present a fault-tolerant protocol to maintain
this directory despite base station failures and mobile dis-
connections. No work, to our knowledge, considers deliv-
ery of calls despite a VLR failure.

3. The PCS architecture

The PCS architecture consists of two networks [1] : the
Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) and a signal-
ing network. The PSTN is the traditional telephone sys-
tem carrying voice, while the signaling network, meant for
management purposes, uses the SS7 (Signaling System no
7 [14]). For location management, the signaling network
carries messages for two purposes:� to track the location of the mobile terminals (registra-

tion/deregistration), and� to provide information to the PSTN switches to estab-
lish a circuit between a caller and a mobile callee.
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Figure 1. Simplified PCS architecture

Figure 1 gives a schematic view of the PCS architecture [1].
The mobile terminals (MT) get access to the PSTN through
base stations using wireless links. The area covered by a
base station is called acell. A set of geographically close
cells defines aRegistration Area (RA). All mobile terminals
roaming in a registration area have a record in a database

called aVisitor Location Register (VLR). A VLR is respon-
sible for a group of RAs. Each mobile terminal is regis-
tered permanently with aHome Location Register (HLR).
The HLR keeps the user profile and the information needed
to locate the mobile terminal. The HLR and the VLRs com-
municate through theSS7 signaling networkto keep track of
the mobile terminal position. Messages on the SS7 network
are routed through theSignal Transfer Points (STP)which
are installed in pairs for reliability purpose. TheMobile
Switching Center (MSC)provides normal switching func-
tions and plays an active role in registration and call deliv-
ery. Each VLR can be associated with one or more MSCs.
For simplicity, we assume that each VLR is associated with
one MSC. The MSC and the VLR can be connected through
the STP (SS7 signaling network) routers or with a direct
X25 link. We omit some details in this architecture which
are beyond the scope of this paper (please refer to [1, 10]
for a good description).

4. Location Management Schemes

Any location management scheme must provide two ba-
sic operations :� MOVE : to register the new location when a mobile

terminal enters a new RA� FIND : to determine the current location for a given
mobile terminal (to deliver a call)

In this section, we describe the IS-41 location management
strategy, the forwarding scheme by Jain and Lin [11], and
two ways of incorporating fault tolerance in the forwarding
scheme.

4.1. The IS-41 location management scheme

In IS-41, whenever a mobile terminal (MT) enters an RA
covered by a different visitor location register, the HLR is
updated with the address of the new VLR (referred hereafter
as apointer). When a call is issued to an MT, the MT’s HLR
is contacted to obtain the address of the VLR that covers
the MT’s current location, and the call is delivered. When
a host moves from one registration area (RA) to another,
there are two possibilities:� The MT moves to another RA covered by its current

VLR. The MT’s HLR need not be updated. In Fig-
ure 2(a), an MT moves from registration areaRA1 toRA2, where bothRA1 andRA2 are covered by VLRC. The MT’s record at VLRC is updated when the
move occurs. However, the MT’s HLR is not updated.� The MT moves to an RA covered by another VLR. The
MT’s HLR is updated to point to the new VLR. For in-
stance, in Figure 2(b), the mobile terminal moves from
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Figure 2. Movement across RAs with IS-41

the registration areaRA1 to registration areaRA3,
which are covered by the VLRsC andD, respectively.
When the move occurs, VLRD is informed of the
MT’s arrival (see message 1 in Figure 2(b) – broken
arrows denote messages, whereas solid arrows denote
pointers). VLRD then sends a registration request to
the MT’s HLR (message 2). HLR updates its record
for the MT, to point to VLRD, and sends an acknowl-
edgement to VLRD (message 3), and a cancellation
message to VLRC (message 4). VLRC then sends
an acknowledgement (for the cancellation) to the HLR
(message 5).

When an MT enters an RA covered by a new VLR, four
messages involve the HLR. The load can be significant on
the signaling network. This MOVE operation also requires
a database update at the HLR. These operations are wasteful
if many moves occur without any call being made to the MT.

Now, we describe call delivery in IS-41. When a call
is issued for an MT, a FIND operation is invoked to locate
the MT. Assume that MTa is calling MT b. Let Va andVb denote the VLRs covering current locations ofa andb,
respectively, and letMa andMb be the mobile switching
centers (MSCs) associated withVa andVb. Let Hb be the
HLR for b. The first step is to determine the VLRVb cov-
ering currently the MTb. Second, the MSC associated with
VLR Vb will deliver a Temporary Local Directory Number
(TLDN) to HLR Hb. ThisTLDN will be used to set the
circuit between caller and callee on the PSTN network[1].

When MT a dials the call, the call will reach the mo-
bile switching centerMa. Ma then queries MTa’s current
visitor location registerVa. There are two possibilities:� VLR Va may determine that MTb is in its coverage

(i.e.,Va = Vb). In this case, MTb’s HLR is not needed
to locateb’s current location.� b is not underVa’s coverage. In this case, the follow-
ing steps are performed. The mobile switching centerMa queriesb’s HLR Hb. ThenHb looks up its record
for MT b, and determines thatb is presently under the
coverage of VLRVb. Hb then sends a call request toVb.

Thus, the call request is delivered to the appropriate VLR
(Vb). This VLRVb then forwards the call request to its asso-
ciated mobile switching centerMb. The MSCMb provides
a TLDNused to set up the call over the PSTN network[1].

In the first of above two cases, FIND operation is not
needed as both MTs are covered by the same VLR. In this
case, the location management scheme used is not relevant.
Therefore, in further discussion and analysis, we consider
only the case whereVa 6= Vb.
4.2. Forwarding Strategy

The forwarding strategy, proposed by Jain and Lin [11],
modifies the IS-41 scheme such that it does not involve the
HLR at each MOVE operation, even if the MT enters a new
RA covered by a new VLR. Instead, at each move involv-
ing a new VLR, a pointer is established from the old VLR
to the new VLR. The forwarding strategy is intended to re-
duce HLR database updates. However, when a mobile is
called, a chain of VLRs must be queried before reaching
the current VLR. To bound the call set-up time, the chain
length is limited to be less than some valueK. Let us as-
sume, in the following examples, thatK is set to 3. Note
that the chain length is the number of hops from thefirst
VLR to the current VLR covering an MT. This definition of
the chain length is convenient because the overhead of the
forwarding scheme is the cost to traverse this chain. The
cost to reach thefirst VLRis the same as the cost of a FIND
operation in the IS-41 scheme.

Figure 3(a) shows a mobile terminal that has been in RAs
under the coverage of VLRsA andB, in that order. As
shown in Figure 3(b), when the MT moves from the RA
covered by VLRB to another RA covered by VLRC, a
pointer (for this mobile MT) will be set at VLRB point-
ing to VLR C. This MOVE operation does not involve the
HLR, because the length of forwarding pointer chain from
the HLR to the new VLR is 2. This length is smaller than the
threshold valueK = 3. (Recall that we measure the length
from the first VLR, in this case VLRA). Now, as shown in
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Figure 3. Move operation using forwarding

Figure 3(c), the MT moves to an RA covered by VLRD. In
this case, the pointer chain length (from VLRA to the new
VLR D) would be equal to thresholdK = 3. Therefore,
the home location register is informed of the new VLR, and
a pointer is set at the HLR to point directly to VLRD [11].
Therefore, the chain length becomes 0.



For the FIND operation, the chain of VLRs will be
queried until getting the current VLR covering the mobile
terminal. In Figure 4(a), assume that a mobile terminala is
calling mobile terminalb. The MSC servinga will queryb’s Home Location registerHLRb. The query will then be
forwarded through VLRsA, B, andC. After mobile termi-
nal b is found, the forwarding pointer chain is compressed
as shown in Figure 4(b). That is, after the FIND operation,
the HLR forb is updated. While the forwarding scheme has
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performance advantages [11], it is more vulnerable to VLR
failures as compared to IS-41. For instance, in Figure 4(a),
to be able to deliver the call, VLRsA, B andC must be
failure-free. With IS-41, only VLRC would need to be
failure-free. In the following, we consider two schemes to
tolerate a visitor location register failure and compare their
performance.

4.3. Scheme 1: Bypass Forwarding Strategy

When a VLR on the forwarding pointer chain fails,
scheme 1 attempts to “bypass” the faulty VLR by forward-
ing a request to all its “neighbors”. A VLRX is a neigh-
bor of VLR Y if a mobile terminal may move from a reg-
istration area covered by VLRX to another registration
area covered by VLRY . Let neighbors(X) denote the set
of neighbors of VLRX. The MOVE operation, with this
scheme, is identical to that in forwarding scheme.

Now, consider the FIND operation. If no intermediate
VLR on the forwarding chain fails, the procedure is same
as FIND operation for Jain and Lin’s forwarding scheme.
Now, consider the case where a VLR fails. For instance,
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assume that VLRB in Figure 5 failed after the forward-
ing pointer fromB to C was set. Assume that VLRB
has come back up when the FIND operation is being per-
formed. In this case, when a FIND operation is performed,
the request is forwarded along the forwarding chain, un-
til it reaches VLRB. VLR B cannot forward the request
because it failed after the forwarding pointer was set (the

pointer is lost). Therefore, VLRB forwards the request to
all its neighbor VLRs (except VLRA). VLR B has this in-
formation available inneighbors(B). Let us assume thatneighbors(B) = fA;C; F;Gg. Thus, the request will be
forwarded toC,F andG. Now, two possibilities can occur:� The mobile terminal has moved to an area covered by

another VLR (say, VLRD in Figure 5(b)): In this case,
on receiving the request fromB, VLR C will forward
the request to VLRD (asC has a forwarding pointer
for the MT), and will send apositive-replymessage to
VLR B. VLRsF andG will send anegative-replytoB, as they do not have a pointer for the MT.� The mobile has not moved from the RA covered by
VLR B. In this case, none of the VLRs to whom the re-
quest was forwarded (C,F andG in our example) will
have an entry for the callee MT. Therefore, VLRB
will receive negative-replyfrom each of these neigh-
bors. Thus,B can presume that the mobile terminal is
in its coverage area.

This scheme will tolerate failures as long as no two consec-
utive visitor location registers in the forwarding chain fail.
Note also that if the mobile moves to a VLR which is not a
“usual” neighbor of the current VLR, this scheme will fail.

4.4. Scheme 2: Two-Path Forwarding Strategy

The idea here is to establish two independent paths (if
possible) from the MT’s HLR to its current VLR. Figure 6
illustrates the idea. In this case, the HLR maintains two
pointers for each MT. In Figure 6(a), a mobile terminal is
initially in a registration area covered by VLRA. At this
time, both pointers at the MT’s HLR point to VLRA. When
the MT subsequently moves to registration area covered by
VLRs B, C andD, the pointers are updated as shown in
Figures 6(b), (c) and (d) respectively. Observe that the two
pointers at the HLR lead to two paths that do not share any
VLR except the MT’s current VLR.

To see this in more detail, assume that the current state
is as shown in Figure 6(c). Now, the MT enters a new RA
covered by VLRD (see Figure 6(d)). At this time, theMT
registers with VLRD by passing the addresses of its two
previous VLRs, namely,B andC. VLR C then sends mes-
sages to VLRsB andC to set their pointers to itself (i.e,
VLR D). The resultant pointers are shown in Figure 6(d).
We only consider single VLR failure in our work. To find
an MT, the HLR will first follow pointers along one path
(similar to FIND operation in the basic forwarding scheme
by Jain and Lin). If this FIND operation fails due to loss
of a pointer (due to VLR failure) along the path, the HLR
will start again with the other path. As the two paths do not
share an intermediate VLR, single intermediate VLR failure
can be tolerated.
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Both the paths fail (under single failure assumption) if
and only if the current VLR of the MT had failed. Thus,
if on both paths, the same VLR, say VLRX, is unable to
forward the request, then it can be concluded that the MT is
in the coverage area ofX. Thus,X can complete the call.

Similar to the previous schemes, the forwarding pointer
chains are compressed when the first chain followed by the
HLR becomes of lengthK. Note that the length of each
chain will be approximately half that when using scheme 1.
Thus, in scheme 2, the forwarding chain will be compressed
half as frequently as scheme 1. Also, the chain length grows
at half the rate of scheme 1. Although these factors may
reduce the failure-free overhead, another factor contributes
to an increase in failure-free overhead. Specifically, on each
MOVE, scheme 2 requires twice the messages required by
scheme 1. In the next section, we will compare the total
cost of using the proposed fault-tolerance schemes.

5. Performance Analysis

In this section, we evaluate the “cost” of using each fault
tolerant schemes. Thecost could be in terms of bandwidth
usage, time required, amount of money, etc. The actual
meaning of the termcost does not affect our cost analy-
sis. This approach is similar to that used in previous work
[11, 9, 6]. We will use the following notations in this sec-
tion.� K : length of a forwarding chain can at most beK � 1� 1=�m is the expected residence time of a user in an

RA. The residence time is exponentially distributed� �c is the call arrival rate (Poisson process)� p = �c=�m is the call-to-mobility ratio� �v is the failure rate of a VLR (Poisson process)� MIS41 is the cost of a MOVE operation for IS-41� FIS41 is the cost of a FIND operation for IS-41 scheme� S is the cost of setting a pointer between VLRs� T is the cost of traversing a pointer

� Mi is the expected cost of all MOVE operations be-
tween two consecutive calls when using schemei� Fi is the expected cost for one FIND when using
schemei, in the absence of failures.� Pf is the probability that a FIND operation encounters
a faulty VLR.� F fi is the expected cost for one FIND operation which
encounters a faulty VLR using schemei.� Ci is the expected cost per call when using schemei

Our performance metric for schemei is theexpected cost
per call, denoted asCi. Ci consists of two components:� Expected cost of all MOVE operations before the call,

since the previous call. This cost is denoted asMi.� Expected cost of a FIND operation. Special steps need
to be taken if a forwarding pointer is corrupted due to
a VLR failure. Thus, there are two possibilities:

– The FIND operation encounters a VLR failure.
The probability that this event will occur is de-
noted asPf . In this case, the cost is denoted asF fi .

– The FIND operation does not encounter a VLR
failure (with probability1�Pf ). In this case, the
cost of a FIND operation is denoted asFi.

Thus, the expected cost of a FIND operation is given
by (1� Pf )Fi + Pf F fi .

The expected cost per callCi is obtained by adding the
above two components, asCi =Mi+(1�Pf )Fi+Pf F fi .
In the next two subsections, we outline expressions forMi,Pf , Fi andF fi for the two fault tolerant schemes.

5.1. Expected cost per callC1 for scheme 1

For brevity, where possible, we will use previously
known results without proof.

5.1.1 Expected cost of MOVE operations per call

The expression forM1 can be obtained using the analysis
presented by Jain and Lin [11]. The analysis presented by
Jain and Lin does not consider failures. However, since MT
movements are not influenced by failures, we can use their
results to obtainM1.p = �c=�m is the call-to-mobility ratio. It is easy to
show that1=p is the expected number of moves between
two calls to a mobile terminal. The forwarding scheme
nominally sets a forwarding pointer on each MOVE (the
cost of setting a pointer isS). However, on everyK-th



MOVE, instead of setting a forwarding pointer, the HLR
is updated, i.e., pointer chain iscompressed. The expected
number of compressions between two calls can be calcu-
lated as 1(1+p)K�1 [11, 4]. Each chain compression requires
an HLR update, incurring the same cost as a move oper-
ation in IS-41 (this cost is denoted asMIS41). Thus, the
cost S of setting the pointer is incurred, on average, for�1p � 1(1+p)K�1� MOVEs per call, and the costMIS41 of

chain compression is incurred for 1(1+p)K�1 MOVEs per
call. Thus, the total costM1 per call using scheme 1 isM1 = S �1p � 1(1 + p)K � 1�+ MIS41(1 + p)K � 1
5.1.2 Expected cost of a FIND operation

In this section, we evaluatePf , F1 andF f1 for Scheme 1.
While the analysis presented by Jain and Lin [11] was use-
ful to determineM1, it is not useful to obtain the cost of a
FIND operation using scheme 1. To deriveF1 andF f1 , we
model chain length for a mobile terminal with the Markov
model in Figure 7. In the Markov model, the state isi or i0
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Figure 7. Markov model for scheme 1

(i = 0; � � �K � 1) when the forwarding chain is of lengthi. Statei implies that a FIND operation performed (due to
a call) while in that state willnot encounter failure. On the
other hand, a FIND operation performed when in statei0
will encounter a failure. Maximum chain length can only
beK � 1. The rate of transition from statei to i + 1
(0 � i � K � 2) is �m (note that�m is the rate at which
MOVEs occur). The rate of transition from statei to statei0 is (i+ 1)�v, as failure of any of the(i + 1) VLRs on the
chain will be encountered by a future FIND operation. If a
call with rate�c occurs in any state, the new state becomes
state 0 (due to chain compression). We make certain
assumptions regarding failures, that are realistic in telecom-
munication domain. We assume that the maximum possible
failure rate in any state, i.e.,K�v, is sufficiently small that
the probability of more than one failure occurringbetween

two calls is negligible. Therefore, no new failure may occur
in statei0 (i = 0; � � �K�1). We also assume that downtime
of a VLR following its failure is negligible. When a VLR
comes back up after failure, its previous database is lost.

Let Pi denote the steady state probability of being in
statei (i = 0; � � � ;K � 1), and letQi denote the steady
state probability of being in statei0 (i = 0; � � � ;K � 1).
Details for solving the Markov Model can be found in our
report [3]. If a call occurs in statei, then it is completed
without encountering a corrupted pointer (due to VLR fail-
ure). Whereas, if a call occurs in statei0, then it encounters
a corrupted pointer. Thus, the probability that FIND oper-
ation will encounter a corrupted pointer (denoted asPf ) is
given byPf = �c�c+�m PK�1i=0 Qi�c�c+�m PK�1i=0 Qi + PK�1i=0 � �c�c+�m+(i+1):�v� :Pi

Now, we evaluate costF1. This cost includes the cost to
query the HLR and then to traverse the pointer chain. The
first component corresponds to a FIND operation for IS-41.
The second component depends on the expected length of
the chain given that no VLR failure occurred in this chain.
Thus,F1 is obtained asF1 = FIS41 + T K�1Xi=0 i  PiPK�1i=0 Pi!
whereT is the cost to traverse a pointer,FIS41 is the cost

of a FIND operation in IS-41 and

� PiPK�1i=0 Pi� is the prob-

ability that the chain is of lengthi given that it contains no
faulty VLR.

Now, we consider the expected costF f1 of a FIND oper-
ation which encounters a corrupted pointer due to a failed
VLR. As noted before, we assume that at most one VLR
visited by the MT since the last call may fail at any time.F f1 has three components :� The cost to query the HLR – this cost is equal toFIS41.� The cost to traverse the forwarding pointer chain, given

that a VLR on the chain has failed. This cost is ob-
tained as product ofT and expected chain length given
that a VLR failure has occurred on the chain. Thus,

this cost is obtained asT �PK�1i=0 i � QiPK�1j=0 Qj�� :� The cost to “bypass” the faulty VLR. If we assume that
each VLR covers an hexagonal region, then we can
approximate the cost to “bypass” a VLR with5:T (re-
quest forwarded to five neighbors). The assumption of
a hexagonal region is reasonably accurate since VLRs
cover large regions [1].



Thus, we haveF f1 = FIS41 + 5:T + T  K�1Xi=0 i: QiPK�1j=0 Qj!!
Now, using the expressions derived above, the expected cost
per callC1 for scheme 1 can be obtained asC1 =M1+(1�Pf ):F1 + Pf :F f1
5.2. Expected cost per callC2 for scheme 2

5.2.1 Expected cost of MOVE operations per call

The key difference here (from scheme 1) is that the HLR
is updated only every2K MOVEs, as length of each of the
two chains maintained in this scheme increases only on al-
ternate MOVEs. Thus, similar to scheme 1, costM2 is ob-
tained as :M2 = 2S�1p � 1(1 + p)2K � 1�+ MIS41(1 + p)2K � 1
5.2.2 Expected cost of a FIND operation

Recall that in scheme 2, the HLR first follows one forward-
ing pointer chain. The second chain is used only in the event
of a failure. We use the Markov model in Figure 8 to eval-
uate scheme 2. This model is slightly different because the
length of the chain followed first by the HLR increases only
after everytwo moves: the statesia andib denote a chain of
lengthi with no faulty VLR (i = 0; � � �K � 1). Similarly,
statesia0 and ib0 denote a chain of lengthi with a faulty
VLR.
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Figure 8. Markov model for scheme 2

For lack of space, we omit here the derivation of the ex-
pected cost for the FIND operation. Details can be found in
[3].

6. Numerical Results

We are interested in the ratioC1C2 to determine the condi-
tions under which one scheme outperforms the other. The

costsMIS41 andFIS41 are comparable. Therefore, we nor-
malize them to be 1. CostsS andT are comparable. For the
numerical plots, we assumeS = T . Because the operation
of setting or traversing a pointer involves less work than
IS-41 MOVE and FIND, the costsS andT are fractions
of MIS41 andFIS41. For the numerical plots, we consider
two valuesS = T = 12 and 132 . Since VLR failures are rare,
we set�v = 10�6. Note that, at realistic failure rates, the
failure-free cost of a scheme dominates its total cost.

Figures 9 and 10 plot the ratioC1=C2 versus call-to-
mobility ratio p for two different values of�c (0.001 and
100), assuming thatK = 6. Figures 9 and 10 assumeS = 1=32 andS = 1=2, respectively. In each of these
figures, observe that it is hard to distinguish between the
curves for the two values of�c. This shows that, for a given
call-to-mobility ratiop = �c=�m, theC1=C2 ratio is not
very sensitive to the chosen�c. Observe that the curves
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Figure 9. Ratio C1C2 with K = 6 and S = 132
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Figure 10. Ratio C1C2 with K = 6 and S = 12
in Figure 9 and Figure 10 have different shapes. We now



explain why this phenomenon occurs.
ForK = 6 andS = 132 (Figure 9), the ratioC1C2 is greater

than 1, and it decreases with increasing call-to-mobility ra-
tio p. WhenS is small relative the cost of HLR updates
is the dominant component of the overall cost. Let us con-
sider two values ofp, p1 = 0:01 andp2 = 0:5. With p1,
we have, on average, 100 moves per call. Thus, on average,
scheme 1 will perform100=K � 16 HLR updates between
calls, while scheme 2 will perform half as many. Since the
cost of an HLR update is relatively large (whenS is small),
the overhead of scheme 2� in setting an extra pointer per
move� is negligible in comparison of the cost saving due
to reduced HLR updates. Therefore, scheme 2 performs
significantly better than scheme 1 whenp = 0:01. Now,
asp becomes larger, the average number of moves between
calls decreases (2 moves per call whenp2 = 0:5). Thus, asp increases, it becomes increasingly unlikely that the for-
warding chain length will reach the threshold (K = 6).
Therefore, the number of HLR updates performed due to
a FIND operation (when a call arrives) becomes larger, and
the number of HLR updates due to chain compression be-
comes smaller (with increasingp). Note that the number
of HLR updates due to FIND operation is identical for both
fault-tolerantschemes(as these updates occur when calls oc-
cur, and call arrivals are independent of the choice of fault-
tolerant scheme). Thus, relative performance of scheme 2
(compared to scheme 1) degrades with increasingp, be-
cause the cost of setting two pointers per MOVE becomes
an increasing fraction of the cost of scheme 2.

Observe that whenp becomes large, the cost of the two
schemes becomes identical. This is intuitive – with very
largep, many calls occur between moves. Thus, the to-
tal cost is determined primarily by the cost of a call, given
that no move occurred since the previous call. This cost
is independent of the fault-tolerant scheme used, therefore,
whenp!1, the two schemes result in the same cost (i.e.,C1=C1 ! 1).

Now, in Figure 10, withK = 6 andS = 12 , ratio C1C2
is less than 1, and it increases with increasingp. WhenS
is large, the cost of setting a pointer is not negligible com-
pared to the cost of updating the HLR. As scheme 2 sets two
pointers on each move, its cost tends to be higher than that
of scheme 1 (therefore,C1=C2 < 1). Now, whenp is small,
the total cost is dominated by the cost of moves. Therefore,
for smallp, cost of scheme 2 is approximately twice that of
scheme 1 (i.e.,C1=C2 � 0:5). Note that the average chain
length when using scheme 2 is smaller than that for scheme
1. Therefore, the cost of a FIND operation with scheme 2 is
smaller. This saving increases asp increases, therefore, the
ratioC1=C2 increases with increasingp.

We now study the impact of the thresholdK, using the
plots in Figures 11 and 12, forS = 1=32 and1=2, respec-
tively. Observe that, forS = 1=32 andK < 20, the ratio

C1=C2 decreases with increasingp (the reasons are similar
to the case ofK = 6 andS = 132 discussed above). Also,
whenS = 1=2 (Figures 12), the ratioC1=C2 increases withp for all values ofK considered here (for reasons similar to
those discussed above for the case ofK = 6 andS = 12).
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Figure 11. Ratio C1C2 with �c = 1 and S = 132
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Figure 12. Ratio C1C2 with �c = 1 and S = 12
Now, for S = 1=32 andK � 20 (see Figure 11), the ratioC1=C2 is smaller than 1, and it increases withp. This trend
is different from that observed previously (whenK = 6).
To explain this trend, let us assume thatp is small andK is
large. In this case, it is unlikely that the chain length when
using either fault tolerant scheme will reach the thresholdK. Since move cost for scheme 2 is twice that for scheme 1,
and calls are infrequent compared to moves (due to smallp), scheme 1 will perform better (i.e.,C1=C2 < 1). As p
increases, the reduction in FIND cost due to scheme 2 in-
creases, therefore,C1=C2 increases.



7. Conclusions

We have described and analyzed two fault-tolerant vari-
ations to the forwarding scheme for location management.
Our schemes are able to tolerate single VLR failures. An-
alytical results show that the relative performance of the
two schemes depends mainly on the threshold valueK,
and the relative value of costS (when compared to costMIS41). Each scheme is superior for a range of parameter
values, therefore, the actual choice of fault-tolerant scheme
depends on the system parameters. However, as thecall-
to-mobility ratiop increases, the two schemes result in the
same cost.
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